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Abstract

A Web repository is a large special-purpose collection of Web pages and associated indexes. Many useful

queries and computations over such repositories involve traversal and navigation of the Web graph. However,

efficient traversal of huge Web graphs containing several hundred million vertices and a few billion edges is

a challenging problem. This is further complicated by the lack of a schema to describe the structure of Web

graphs. As a result, naive graph representation schemes can significantly increase query execution time and limit

the usefulness of Web repositories. In this paper, we propose a novel representation for Web graphs, called anS-

Node representation. We demonstrate that S-Node representations are highly space-efficient, enabling in-memory

processing of very large Web graphs. In addition, we present detailed experiments that show that by exploiting

some empirically observed properties of Web graphs, S-Node representations significantly reduce query execution

times when compared with other schemes for representing Web graphs.

1 Introduction

Web repositories are large special-purpose collections of Web pages and associated indexes. Examples of such

repositories include the Stanford WebBase repository [11], the Internet Archive [31], and the private repositories of

commercial search engines like Google and Altavista [22, 4]. Web repositories maintain several indexes over the

pages in their collection. Typically, this would include an index over the textual content of the pages (such as an

inverted index [18]), indexes over simple properties of pages such as length, natural language, or page topic, and an

index over the link/graph structure of the Web (hereafter referred to as theWeb graph). Using the pages and these

basic indexes, repositories often build more advanced application-specific indexes such as a PageRank [5] index or

a page similarity index.

In this paper, we present a novel way to structure and store Web graphs so as to improve the performance of

complex queries and computations over Web repositories. We begin by illustrating the types of operations that are

typically performed on Web repositories (Section 1.1) and then briefly sketch the basic idea behind our proposal

(Section 1.2).
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Figure 1: Analysis 1

1.1 Access to Web repositories

Web repositories have primarily been designed to cater to one of two kinds of accesses, depending on the target

audience and application. Commercial search engines [22, 4] target non-expert users. Access to their repositories is

controlled by a publicly available search interface that restricts queries to simple keyword or phrase searches.1 Even

the “advanced/expert” interface to these services often allows only simple extensions, such as the ability to restrict

search results to a specific domain or website.

On the other hand, research repositories, such as the Stanford WebBase repository [9, 11] or the Internet Archive

[31], target expert users and sophisticated applications that perform complex analysis, mining, and indexing tasks

over huge data sets. As a result, these repositories are designed to provide a “bulk access” interface to their contents.

For instance, the Stanford WebBase repository provides an interface [11] that allows an application/user to receive

the entire repository (or a significant portion of the repository) as a stream of pages over the network.

However, there are several kinds of analyses and applications for which either access mode described above is

unsuitable. For instance, consider the following two simple examples.

Analysis 1. Generate a list of universities that Stanford researchers working on “Mobile networking” refer to

and collaborate with. A possible approach to generating this list is to examine the links from important “Mobile

networking” pages inside Stanford to the websites of other universities. For instance,
1To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available information about the internal/private interface to the Web repositories of

commercial search engines.
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Let S be a weighted set consisting of all the pages in the stanford.edu domain that contain the

phrase ’Mobile networking’. The weight of a page is equal to its normalized PageRank value.

Compute setR, the set of all the “.edu” domains (except stanford.edu) that pages inS point to.

For each domain inR, assign a weight equal to the sum of the weights of all the pages inS that

point to that domain. List the domains inR in descending order of their weights.

2

Analysis 2. Relative popularity of comic strips. The editor of the local university newspaper wishes to determine

the relative popularity of the three comic strips Dilbert, Doonesbury, and Peanuts, amongst students at Stanford

University. With each comic stripC, he associates a websiteCs, and a setCw containing the name of the strip

and the names of the characters that feature in that strip. For example,Dilbertw = {Dilbert, Dogbert, The Boss}
andDilberts = dilbert.com. He uses a combination of word occurrences as well as link information to compute a

measure of popularity for each comic. Specifically:

For each comic stripC, computeC1, the total number of pages in stanford.edu that contain at

least two of the words inCw. Also computeC2, the number of links from pages in stanford.edu to

pages inCs. UseC1 + C2 as a measure of popularity for comic stripC.

The above examples (see Table 3 for more examples of complex queries) exhibit the following two key charac-

teristics that distinguish them from the keyword search and bulk access scenarios discussed earlier.

• Focused access:Notice that both analyses focus attention on a relatively small (when compared with typical

repository sizes) set of pages and associated links. For instance, Analysis 1 focuses attention on the set of

Stanford pages that contain a search phrase and accesses only the portion of the Web graph in the neighborhood

of this set (see Figure 1). This is in sharp contrast to typical mining or analysis tasks that use bulk access to

operate on large subsets of the repository or on entire Web graphs.

• Complex expressive queries:Both analyses use predicates on several different properties of pages to express

complex query semantics. In particular, these queries combinenavigationaloperations on the Web graph with

predicateson the textual content and other properties of Web pages. For instance, Analysis 1 uses predicates on

the domain (pagebelongs tostanford.edu) and textual content (pagecontains’Mobile networks’) to identify set

S (Figure 1), locally explores the Web graph in the neighborhood ofS, and uses PageRank to weight the links

that it encounters during the exploration. Such expressive queries contrast with the rather restricted keyword

search interfaces provided by commercial search engines.

Complex expressive queries, similar to the ones described above, enable researchers and analysts to quickly

formulate and test new hypotheses, analyze specific domains or types of Web sites, discover resources related to a

particular topic, gather related pages for separate analysis, and conduct a variety of other tasks. In particular, they
2We say a pagep points to domainD if it points to any page inD.
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provide users with the ability to simultaneously employ three different view of a Web repository: (i) as a collection of

text documents which can be searched, ranked, and classified using keywords and phrases, (ii) as a huge navigable

directed graph with vertices representing pages and directed edges representing hyperlinks, and (iii) as a set of

relational tables storing properties of Web pages (e.g. PageRank, length, title, domain, etc.) on which relational

predicates, selections, and projections, can be applied.

However, given the size of typical Web repositories, efficient execution of such complex queries is infeasible

without efficient representation structures and access methods. For instance, our experimental results in Section 4.3

indicate that even for a relatively small 50 million page repository, a naive uncompressed representation of the Web

graph can require over five minutes to execute the navigation operation used in Analysis 1 (Figure 1).

1.2 Overview of our solution

There are several challenges in designing a representation for Web graphs that can efficiently support complex graph

computations as well as the types of complex queries described in the previous section.

First, given the size and rapid growth of the Web, even a relatively small Web repository often has over a hundred

million Web pages. Consequently, Web repositories must efficiently store and manipulate Web graphs containing a

few hundred million vertices and a few billion edges. If simple uncompressed graph data structures are employed

(e.g., uncompressed adjacency lists, adjacency matrices, doubly-connected edge lists), only very small portions of

the graph will be able to reside in memory. As a result, complex computations and queries become highly I/O-

intensive and time consuming.

Second, Web graphs do not belong to any special family of graphs (e.g., trees or planar graphs) for which

efficient storage structures have been proposed in the graph compression literature [6]. As a result, direct adaptation

of compression schemes from these domains is not possible.

Finally, a Web graph representation structure must efficiently support two different types of accesses:global/bulk

andlocal. Complex graph computations and mining tasks such as computing strongly connected components (SCC)

[12], computing the Web graph diameter, computing PageRank [5], mining for communities [15], etc., require global

access, since almost the entire graph is involved in the computation. On the other hand, as illustrated by the earlier

examples, complex queries require focused access and local navigation of the Web graph.

In this paper, we propose a novel two-level representation of Web graphs, called anS-Node representation(see

Figure 2). In this scheme, a Web graph is represented in terms of a set of smaller directed graphs, each of which

encodes the interconnections within a small subset of pages. A top-level directed graph, consisting of “supernodes”

and “superedges”, contains pointers to these lower level graphs. By exploiting empirically observed properties of

Web graphs [8, 16, 17] to guide the grouping of pages into supernodes, and using compressed encodings for the
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Figure 2: S-Node representation of a Web graph

lower level directed graphs, S-Node representations provide the following two key advantages:

• First, S-Node representations are highly space-efficient. In our experiments, S-Node representations required

little over 5 bits/hyperlink to encode the Web graph structure, compared to over 15 bits/hyperlink for a straight-

forward Huffman-encoded implementation (Table 1). Such significant compression allows large Web graphs

to be completely loaded into reasonable amounts of main memory, speeding up complex graph computations

and mining tasks that require global/bulk access. In addition, this enables the use of simpler main-memory

algorithms in place of external memory graph algorithms [26] or hand-crafted execution techniques (as in [15]).

• Second, by representation the Web graph in terms of smaller directed graphs, this scheme provides a natural

way to isolate and locally explore portions of the Web graph that are relevant to a particular query. The top-

level graph serves the role of an index, allowing the relevant lower-level graphs to be quickly located. Our

experiments indicate that S-Node representations significantly reduce query execution time (often by a factor of

10 or 15) when compared with other proposed Web graph representations [14, 12, 13].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the overall structure of the S-Node

representation. In Section 3, we describe how an S-Node representation is constructed and organized on disk. In

Section 4 we present detailed experimental results that demonstrate the scalability of S-Node representations and

their impact on query execution time. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 5 and present concluding remarks
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Figure 3: Partitioning the Web graph

in Section 6.

2 Structure of an S-Node Representation

In this section, we will show that given any partition on the set of pages in a repository, we can generate a two-

level S-Node representation of the Web graph as shown in Figure 2. However, not all partitions and resulting S-

Node representations are useful. In Section 3, we will characterize partitions whose S-Node representations provide

efficient local and global access. We will also describe an iterative process to compute partitions with the required

characteristics.

In the following, we will use the symbolWG to represent the directed graph of the Web. We will useV (G) and

E(G) to refer to the vertex set and edge set respectively, of graphG. If a pagep is represented by a graph vertex,

we will usep to refer to the page as well as to the vertex.

LetP = {N1,N2, . . . ,Nn} be a partition on the vertex set ofWG (by definition, this is also a partition of all the

pages in the repository). We define the following types of directed graphs (refer example in Figure 3).

Supernode graph.A supernode graph containsn vertices (called supernodes), one for each element of the partition.

For instance, in the example in Figure 3, there is a supernode corresponding to each of the three partitionsN1, N2,

andN3. Supernodes are linked to each other using directed edges (called superedges). Superedges are created based

on the following rule: there is a directed superedge~Ei,j from Ni to Nj iff there isat least onepage inNi that points

to somepage inNj.3 For example, in Figure 3, the supernode graph contains an edge~E1,2 (sinceP2 εN1 points to
3Note that we overload symbolNi to refer to the element of partitionP as well as to the corresponding vertex in the supernode graph.
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P3 εN2) but there is no edge~E2,3 (sinceP3 does not point to eitherP4 or P5).

Intranode graph. Each partition is associated with an intranode graph. Intranode graphIntraNodei represents

all the interconnections between the pages that belong toNi. For instance, in Figure 3,IntraNode1 represents the

hyperlinks between pagesP1 andP2. Formally,

V (IntraNodei) = Ni

E(IntraNodei) = { ~xy : x, y εNi and x points to y inWG}

Positive superedge graph.A positive superedge graphSEdgePosi,j is a directed bipartite graph that represents

all the links that point from pages inNi to pages inNj. For instance, referring to Figure 3,SEdgePos1,2 contains

two edges representing the two links fromP1 andP2 to P3. Note that we defineSEdgePosi,j only if there is a

corresponding superedge~Ei,j. Formally,

V (SEdgePosi,j) = {x εNi : x points to at least one page inNj} ∪
{y εNj : at least one page inNi points toy}

E(SEdgePosi,j) = { ~xy : x εNi, y εNj , and x points to y}

Negative superedge graph.A negative superedge graphSEdgeNegi,j is a directed bipartite graph that represents,

among all possible links that point from pages inNi to pages inNj , those that donot existin the actual Web graph.

For instance, in Figure 3, since both pages inN1 point to all the pages inN3, SEdgeNeg1,2 is an empty graph.

Formally,

V (SEdgeNegi,j) = {x εNi : x does not points to all pages inNj} ∪
{y εNj : at least one page inNi does not point toy}

E(SEdgeNegi,j ) = { ~xy : x εNi, y εNj, and x does not point to y}

Given a partitionP on the vertex set ofWG, we can construct an S-Node representation ofWG, denoted as

SNode(WG,P), by using a supernode graph that points to set of intranode graphs and a set of positive or negative

superedge graphs. For example, Figure 4 shows the S-Node representation corresponding to the Web graph and

partition used in Figure 3. Note that each supernodeNi points to the corresponding intranode graphIntraNodei.
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Figure 4: S-Node representation of a Web graph

Each superedgeEi,j points to either the corresponding positive superedge graphSEdgePosi,j or the corresponding

negative superedge graphSEdgeNegi,j , depending on which of the two superedge graphs have the smaller number

of edges.4 For instance, in Figure 4, sinceSEdgePos1,2 has more edges thanSEdgeNeg1,2, E1,2 points to the

negative superedge graphSEdgeNeg1,2. This choice between positive and negative superedge graphs allows us to

compactly encode both dense and sparse inter-connections between pages belonging to two different supernodes.

Note that the S-Node representation described above preserves all the linkage information available in the orig-

inal Web graph, except that adjacency lists are now partitioned across multiple smaller graphs. For instance, to

obtain the complete adjacency list of a pagep ε N1 in Figure 4, we need to accessIntraNode1, SEdgePos1,3,

andSEdgeNeg1,2. At first glance, while this might seem to be unnecessary overhead (in terms of both space and

access time), we demonstrate that with the “right” choice of partition (as described in the following section), this

representation is extremely compact and well-suited for both global and local access tasks.

3 Building an S-Node Representation

To build an S-Node representation that efficiently supports local and global access to Web graphs, we must identify

a partition on the set of pages in the repository that meets the following two requirements:

• Requirement 1. The partition must produce intranode and superedge graphs that are highly compressible.

This is crucial to achieving a compact representation that can efficiently support global access tasks.

• Requirement 2. The partition must be such that for most local access queries, the set of pages and links

involved in the query are distributed within a relatively small number of intranode and superedge graphs. This
4The assumption is that a graph with a smaller number of edges can be encoded more compactly. While this assumption may not always

be true for the particular compression method we employ (see Section 3), it is nevertheless useful as an approximate heuristic.
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will enable such queries to be executed efficiently by loading (and decoding) only the relevant graphs into

main memory.

To meet these requirements, we exploit the following observations about Web graphs:

• Observation 1: Link copying. Very often, a new page on the Web adds links by picking an existing page and

copying some links from that page. As a result, there are clusters of pages on the Web that have very similar

adjacency lists.

• Observation 2: Domain and URL Locality. A significant fraction of the links from a page point to other

pages on the same domain. In addition, more often than not, these links are to pages that have URLs that are

lexicographically close to the URL of the source page. Note that two URLsA andB are lexicographically

close, if in an alphabetically sorted order of URLs,A andB occur within a few entries of each other (e.g.,

http://my.sample.com/whitepaper/nodeA.html and http://my.sample.com/whitepaper/nodeD.html are lexico-

graphically close).

• Observation 3: Page similarity.Pages that have very similar adjacency lists (i.e., pages which point to almost

the same set of pages) are likely to be related, topically (e.g., both are pages about modern Italian painters) or

otherwise (e.g., both are home pages of Stanford graduate students).

These observations are derived from recent empirical studies of the structure of the Web graph [8, 16, 17]. In

particular, link copying is used as a fundamental operation in the generative random Web graph models proposed by

Ravi Kumar et. al. [16]. Link locality has been independently observed and reported by several authors [12, 30].

For instance, Suel and Yuan [30] observe that on average, around three-quarters of the links from a page are to

other pages on the same domain/host. The last observation about page similarity is the underlying basis of several

algorithms for Web search and for finding related Web pages [7, 25]. Given these observations, we attempt to

construct a partition that has the following properties:

• Property 1: Pages with similar adjacency lists are grouped together, as much as possible.Observation 1 predicts

the existence of groups of pages with similar adjacency lists. If such pages are grouped together in the partition,

we can use a compression technique calledreference encoding(see Section 3.1) to achieve significant compres-

sion of intranode and superedge graphs. In addition, Observation 3 indicates that this kind of grouping will have

the additional benefit of assigning related pages to the same partition.

• Property 2: All the pages assigned to a given element of a partition belong to the same domain.There are two

reasons why this property is useful. First, since domains typically represent natural organization boundaries,

focused queries often use predicates on domains to specify the set of pages and links that are relevant to a query.
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Figure 5: Example of reference encoding

For instance, both the examples used in Section 1 and many of the queries listed in Section 4 use predicates on the

domain. By ensuring that all the pages belonging to a domain are grouped together, this property improves the

efficiency of executing such queries. Second, in conjunction with observation 2, this property implies that pages

within the same partition are likely to be densely connected to each other. In turn, this increases the efficacy of

reference encoding (Section 3.1).

• Property 3: Among pages belonging to the same host, those with lexicographically similar URLs are more likely

to be grouped together.Observation 2 indicates that a significant percentage of intra-host links are between

pages whose URLs are lexicographically similar. Hence, the reasoning behind this property is analogous to the

reasoning described for property 2 above.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we briefly describe the “reference encoding”

technique [2] that we use for compressing intranode and superedge graphs. In Section 3.2, we describe an iterative

process to compute a partition that has the above three properties. Finally, in Section 3.3, we describe how the

S-Node representation is encoded and physically organized on secondary storage.

3.1 Reference Encoding

Reference encoding is a graph compression technique [2, 12] that is based on the following idea: if pagesx and

y have similar adjacency lists, it is possible to compress the adjacency list ofy by representing it in terms of the

adjacency list ofx (in this case, we say thatx is a reference pagefor y). For instance, a simple reference encoding

scheme is shown in Figure 5. In the figure, the adjacency list ofy is reference encoded usingx as a reference page.

The encoded representation has two parts. The first part is a bit vector of size equal to the size of the adjacency list

of x. A bit is set to 1 iff the corresponding adjacency list entry is shared betweenx andy (e.g., third bit is 1 because

12 is shared but second bit is 0 since7 is not part ofy’s adjacency list). The second part is a list of all the entries in

y’s adjacency list that are not present inx’s list.

Given a graphG, for each pagex, we need to decide whether the adjacency list forx is represented as is or in

terms of a reference page. In the latter case, we also need to identify the particular page that will act as reference.

To address these issues, Adler and Mitzenmacher [2] suggest the use of anaffinity graphGaff . Gaff is a weighted

directed graph whose vertex setV (Gaff ) = V (G) ∪ {r}, wherer is a special “root node”. For every pair of pages
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x andy, Gaff contains a directed edge fromx to y with weightWxy equal to the cost (in bits) of representing the

adjacency list ofy usingx as a reference page. In addition, there is a weighted directed edge fromr to every other

nodex with weight equal to the cost of representing the adjacency list ofx without any reference encoding. LetT

be a directed minimum weight spanning tree overGaff rooted atr. To compressG using reference encoding, we

usex as a reference node fory iff x points toy in T .

Adler and Mitzenmacher [2] use affinity graph-based reference encoding as a basis for theoretical investigations

into Web graph compression, focusing on computational complexity and hardness results. Their results indicate that

direct application of reference encoding to huge Web graphs is computationally very expensive. However, we apply

the scheme to the much smaller intranode and superedge graphs. In addition, since we aggressively group together

pages with similar adjacency lists (Property 1 above), we obtain significant compression using this technique.

3.2 Iterative partition refinement

In this section, we describe an iterative process to compute a partition on the set of pages in the repository that

satisfies the three properties listed earlier in the section. We begin with an initial coarse-grained partitionP0 =

{N01,N02, . . . ,N0n}. This partition is continuouslyrefined during successive iterations, generating a sequence

of partitionsP1,P2, . . . ,Pf . To clarify what we mean by refinement, suppose elementNij of partition Pi =

{Ni1,Ni2, . . . ,Nik} is further partitioned into smaller sets{A1, A2, . . . , Am} during thei + 1st iteration. Then, the

partition for the next iteration isPi+1 = {Ni1,Ni2, . . . ,Ni,j−1,Ni,j+1, . . . ,Nik} ∪ {A1, A2, . . . , Am}.

The initial partitionP0 groups pages based on the domain to which they belong. In other words, all pages

belonging to thestanford.edu domain are grouped into one element of the partition, all pages belonging to the

amazon.com domain into another, and so on.5 Since the final partitionPf is a refinement ofP0, this ensures that

Pf satisfies Property 2, i.e., all the pages in a given element ofPf belong to the same domain.

During every iteration, we pick one of the elements of the existing partition and further partition into smaller

pieces. Initially, we adopted the policy of always splitting the largest (in terms of number of pages) element, during

every iteration. We compared this policy with that of picking an element at random from the existing partition. Based

on experiments with several different repositories and sample queries, we found that the size and query performance

of the S-Node representation produced by either policy was almost identical. Therefore, for the rest of the paper, we

will assume that an element is chosen at random.

During thei + 1st iteration, suppose we pick elementNij of partitionPi = {Ni1,Ni2, . . . ,Nik}. We can use

one of two techniques,URL split or Clustered split, for splitting Nij. URL split is used during the earlier iterations
5Note that at this stage, we only use the top two levels of the DNS naming hierarchy to generate partitions. In other words, pages in

cs.stanford.edu and ee.stanford.edu will be placed in the same partition.
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Figure 6: Clustered split

(i.e., for smaller values ofi) whereas clustered split, being computationally more expensive, is used during the later

iterations, when the individual partitions are smaller in size.

URL Split. This techniques partitions the pages inNij based on their URL patterns. Specifically, pages that share

the same URL prefix are grouped together but kept separate from pages with different URL prefixes. For instance,

supposeNij contains pages whose URLs begin with http://www.stanford.edu. Applying URL split toNij, we might

produce a new partitionA1 containing all pages whose URLs begin with http://www.stanford.edu/admin/, another

partitionA2 containing all pages whose URLs begin with http://www.stanford.edu/students/, and so on. During a fu-

ture iteration,A2 might be further partitioned into pages whose URLs begin with http://www.stanford.edu/students/grad/,

those whose URLs begin with http://www.stanford.edu/students/undergrad/, etc. Note that every application of URL

split on a partition uses a URL prefix that is one level/directory longer than the prefix that was used to generate that

partition (e.g., the prefix used to splitA2 is one level longer than the prefix that producedA2) . URL split attempts

to exploit the inherent directory structure encoded in the URLs to group related pages together. In addition, this

technique groups lexicographically similar URLs together, as required by Property 3 above.

Clustered Split. Clustered split partitions the pages inNij by using a clustering algorithm, such as k-means [3],

to identify groups of pages with similar adjacency lists. The output of the clustering algorithm is used to splitNij

into smaller pieces, one per cluster. The following example illustrates this technique.

To apply clustered split, we need to first construct the supernode graph for the current partition.6 Consider

the portion of the supernode graph shown in Figure 6, showing the supernode corresponding toNij and all the

supernodes that it points to. The dotted arcs in the figure represent links between individual pages whereas the solid

lines represent superedges. To apply clustered split, we associate a bit vectoradj(p) with each pagep in Nij . The

size of these bit vectors is equal to the out-degree of supernodeNij (equal to3 in the example shown in Figure 6).
6Since clustered split is employed repeatedly in the later stages of the iteration, in our implementation, we maintain the supernode graph

throughout the refinement process. The supernode graph is incrementally modified, as needed, after every iteration.
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The bits ofadj(p) are set depending on the supernodes to whichp points. For instance, in Figure 6, the 1st and 3rd

bits bit ofadj(P1) are set to1 because pageP1 points to one page inNi1 and two pages inNi9. However, sinceP1

does not point to any page inNi5, the 2nd bit ofadj(P1) is set to 0. The vectoradj(P2) is computed similarly. After

constructing such a bit vector for every page inNij, we apply k-means clustering on these vectors. The clusters

produce by the k-means algorithm are then used to splitNij . Notice that intuitively, clustered split groups pages

together depending on how they point to pages in other supernodes.

K-means clustering requires that the value ofk, the number of clusters, be specified apriori. When applying

clustered split to elementNij , we initially begin with a value ofk equal to the out-degree ofNij in the supernode

graph. We place an upper bound on the running time of the algorithm7 and abort the execution if this bound is

exceeded. We then increase the value ofk by 2 and repeat. If k-means repeatedly fails to converge after a fixed

number of attempts, we abort clustered split for the current partition and proceed to the next iteration.

Transition from URL to Clustered split. As mentioned earlier, during successive uses of URL split, the URL

prefix that is used to discriminate between partitions is increased by one level/directory. While small URL prefixes

are good discriminators, producing a relatively small number of sub-partitions, the same is not true for longer

prefixes. Intuitively, the reason is that top level URLs for an organization’s website are usually administered centrally

(and probably defined by a policy) whereas at lower levels, URLs generated by individual users or automated scripts

tend to dominate. Based on manual inspection of URLs from several website, we concluded that on average, URL

prefixes up to3 levels in depth (i.e., of the formhttp://hostname/leve1/level2/level3/) were useful for URL split.

Hence, once a partition element is marked as having been produced through URL split with a 3-level deep URL

prefix, any further split of that element will be based on the clustered split technique.

Stopping criterion. Beginning with the initial partitionP0, we repeatedly employ partition refinement using the

URL split and clustered split techniques, until a stopping criterion is satisfied. Ideally, we would like to terminate the

iteration only if the current partition cannot be refined further, i.e., the clustered split technique is unable to further

split any of the elements of the current partition. Since checking for this condition at every iteration is prohibitively

expensive, in our implementation, we employed a stopping criterion that attempts to estimate if the “ideal stopping

point” has been reached.

Specifically, we terminate the refinement process if we are forced to abort clustered split forabortmax consecu-

tive iterations. Since the element to be split is chosen randomly during every iteration, this criterion can equivalently

be stated as follows: iteration is stopped if, in a randomly chosen subset of the partition containingabortmax ele-
7A suitable upper bound was experimentally determined by measuring the time, to convergence, of some unbounded trial runs of k-means

over small repository sizes.
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ments, none of the elements can be further partitioned using clustered split.

Typically, we setabortmax to be a fixed fraction (in most of our experiments, this was set to 6%) of the total

number of elements in the partition. A higher value ofabortmax increases the accuracy of the estimate, and allows

the iteration to run longer, searching for partitions that can be split further. A small value ofabortmax may terminate

the iteration prematurely, even if further refinements are possible.

3.3 Physical Organization

At the conclusion of the iterative refinement process described in the previous section, we build the S-Node repre-

sentationSNode(WG,Pf ) corresponding to the final partitionPf . This yields a supernode graph and associated

intranode and superedge graphs. In this section, we will describe how each of these graphs is encoded and organized

on disk.

Graph encoding. The supernode graph is encoded using standard adjacency lists in conjunction with a simple

Huffman-based compression scheme. Since there tends to be a wide variance in the in-degree distribution of the

supernodes8, we assign a Huffman code to each supernode such that those with high in-degree get smaller codes.

The intranode and superedge graphs are encoded using the reference encoding scheme described in Section 3.1.

In addition to the basic Huffman and reference encoding schemes, wherever applicable, we employ other easy to

decode bit level compression techniques such as run length encoding (RLE) bit vectors or gap encoding adjacency

lists [34].

Numbering pages and supernodes. We will assume that the supernodes are numbered arbitrarily from1 to n.

Given this numbering, we order all the pages in the repository based on the following two rules: (i) if pagex belongs

to supernodeA, pagey belong to supernodeB, andA < B, thenx is ordered ahead ofy. (ii) pages belonging to

the same supernode are ordered based on the lexicographic ordering of their URLs. We use this ordering to number

each page consecutively, beginning with an identifier of1 for the first page. Note that due to the ordering rules, each

supernode is associated with a continuous range of page identifiers. Therefore, a compact PageID index can be used

to map a page identifier to the supernode that contains the page (Figure 7).

Disk organization. The disk organization of the S-Node representation is based on the observation that the adja-

cency list of a page is partitioned across an intranode graph and a set of one or more superedge graphs. Specifically,

if a query or computation accessesIntraNodei, it is likely that it will also require access to some or all of the

superedge graphs of the formSEdgePosi,k or SEdgeNegi,k. We therefore impose a linear ordering on all the
8For instance, supernodes containing pages from popular domains like yahoo.com will have much higher in-degree than other supernodes.
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Figure 7: A complete S-Node representation with all its components

Figure 8: Linear ordering of intranode and superedge graphs
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intranode and superedge graphs that places these graphs together. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 8,

we list the superedge graphs corresponding to edges~E1,2 and ~E1,3 immediately afterIntraNode1. Similarly, we

list the superedge graphs corresponding to edges~E2,3 and ~E2,4 immediately afterIntraNode2.

Given such a linear ordering, we can conceivably use a single large file that contains encoded versions of each

of these graphs in the sequence specified by the ordering. However, due to efficiency reasons and system limits on

file size, a practical implementation would need to use multiple files, as shown in Figure 7. For instance, in our

implementation, we used a collection of index files, each at most500 MB in size. For simplicity, we ensured that a

given intranode or superedge graph was completely located within a single file.

Finally, as shown in Figure 7, in addition to the supernode graph, the PageID index, and the index files containing

the intranode and superedge graphs, we also maintain a domain index. The domain index maps a domain to the set

of supernodes that contain the pages belonging to that domain. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 7, all

the pages belonging to thestanford.edu domain are present in supernodes1 and4.

4 Experimental Results

We conducted several experiments to measure the performance characteristics of S-Node representations of Web

graphs. Our experiments were designed to answer the following key questions:

• Scalability: How does the S-Node representation scale to large repository sizes?Note that for efficient query

execution, it is important that the supernode graph be small enough to permanently reside in main memory (akin

to the root node of B-tree indexes in database systems). This ensures that disk accesses are required only for

loading the intranode and superedge graphs relevant to a given query. Hence, the key scalability issue is the

variation in the size of the supernode graph with increase in the size of the Web graph being represented.

• Compression:How big is an S-Node representation, or equivalently, how big a Web graph can we represent in

a given amount of main memory using the S-Node scheme?Recall that for global/bulk access computations and

mining tasks, the ability to manipulate Web graphs entirely in main memory yields enormous performance gains

compared to disk-based versions of these algorithms.

• Local navigation: How effective is an S-Node representation in supporting the graph navigation component of

complex queries?Recall, from Section 1.1, that a key characteristic of complex queries is the need for focused

access and local navigation of the Web graph.

Experimental setup. The source data was a collection of around120 million pages (approximately 900 GB of

uncompressed HTML text) from the Stanford WebBase repository [9]. For our experiments, we used five different
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data sets from this collection by choosing subsets of size 25, 50, 75, 100, and 115 million pages. Each data set was

created by reading the repository sequentially from the beginning. This is equivalent to using the data gathered by

the Web crawler during the first few days of its operation. Recent studies suggest this approach for choosing subsets

of a crawl for experimental purposes [28]. Our experimental testbed was a dual 933 MHz Pentium III machine with

2 GB of main memory, running the RedHat Linux operating system. Graph representations used in the experiments

were stored on local disks.

For comparison purposes, in addition to the S-Node representation, we also implemented the following schemes

for representing Web graphs.

• Connectivity Server - Link3 scheme.We implemented a recently proposed Web graph compression scheme

called “Link3” [12, 13], developed as an extension to the Connectivity Server described in [14]. See Section 5

for an expanded description of this scheme.

• Huffman-encoded representation.This representation scheme assigns Huffman codes to each page based on

in-degree. Specifically, pages with higher in-degree are assigned smaller codes since they occur more frequently

in adjacency lists.9

• Relational database. We used the PostgreSQL [29] object-relational database to store the adjacency lists as

rows of a database table.

• Uncompressed files.Finally, as a baseline scheme, we use plain files to store uncompressed adjacency lists.

Since the S-Node representation internally includes a domain index and a page-ID index (Figure 7), we built

indexes on domain and page ID for each of the other representations as well. The page-ID index maps a page

identifier to the adjacency list for that page. The domain index maps a domain name to the set of adjacency lists for

pages in that domain. In the case of the database scheme, PostgreSQL’s internal B-tree indexing facilities were used

to implement these indexes.

In addition to the Web graphWG, many graph computations, search algorithms (e.g., HITS algorithms [25]),

and queries also require access to the transpose of the Web graph (W T
G ). Note that the edges ofW T

G represent

“backlinks”, which are simply hyperlinks with their directions reversed.10 We built representations of the Web

graph and its transpose using each of the schemes discussed above.

4.1 Scalability Experiments

Figure 9 plots the variation of the size of the supernode graph as the size of the repository is progressively increased.

Figure 9(a) traces the number of supernodes, i.e., number of vertices of the supernode graph, for each repository
9This scheme is the same as the one used to compress the supernode graph in an S-Node representation.

10There is a backlink from pageA to pageB if B points toA.
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(a) Growth of number of supernodes (b) Growth of number of superedges

Figure 9: Variation of the size of the supernode graph with repository size

Figure 10: Space requirements for Huffman-encoded supernode graph

size, whereas Figure 9(b) does the same for superedges. Note that in these plots, we are referring to the number of

vertices and edges of the final supernode graph constructed at the end of the iterative refinement process.

Figure 9 shows that the growth of the size of the supernode graph is sub-linear with respect to the size of the

input data set. For instance, when moving from the 50 million page data set to the 75 million page data set (a

50% increase), the addition of 25 million pages only resulted in around 14000 extra supernodes (11% increase) and

about 2 million new superedges (15% increase). Overall, a 20-fold increase in input size from 5 million pages to

100 million pages resulted in less than a 3-fold increase in the number of supernodes and superedges. This indicates

that even as the repository size grows, the partition refinement technique effectively identifies and groups together

pages with similar adjacency lists and lexicographically similar URLs.

Figure 10 also plots the size of the supernode graph as a function of repository size, except that graph size is now

expressed in Megabytes, rather than in terms of number of edges and vertices. Each data point in the figure is the
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Number of bits/edge Max. repository size given 8GB of main memory
Representation scheme

WG WT
G WG WT

G

Plain Huffman 15.2 15.4 323 million 318 million
Connectivity Server (Link3) 5.81 5.92 845 million 829 million
S-Node 5.07 5.63 968 million 872 million

Table 1: Compression statistics

Sequential access Random access
Representation scheme

(nanoseconds/edge) (nanoseconds/edge)

Plain Huffman 112 198
Connectivity Server (Link3) 309 689
S-Node 298 702

Table 2: Access times, provided graph fits in memory

size of a Huffman-encoded supernode graph, including space for a 4-byte pointer associated with each vertex and

each edge of the graph. Note that these pointers are used to refer to the appropriate intranode and superedge graphs

as shown in Figure 7. As Figure 9 illustrates, the size of the supernode graph grows relatively slowly, requiring

less than 90 MB even for the 115 million page (approximately 830 GB of HTML) data set. The supernode graph is

therefore a very compact structural summary of the complete Web graph.

4.2 Compression Experiments

We conducted several experiments to quantify the space-efficiency of the S-Node representation and compare it with

the two other compression schemes listed earlier in the section - Huffman-encoding and the Link3 scheme. Table 1

summarizes the main results. The first two columns of Table 1 represent the space requirements of each of these

schemes in terms of number of bits used per edge (i.e., total space used by the graph representation divided by the

number of edges in the graph). Each entry in the first two columns is an average over the 25 million, 50 million,

and 100 million page data sets. The first column is the per-edge space requirement for theWG whereas the second

column is the per-edge space requirement for the transposeW T
G .

To get a better appreciation of these per-edge space requirements, the last two columns of Table 1 list the

approximate sizes ofWG and W T
G (in terms of number of pages) that can be accommodated in 8 GB of main

memory using each of the three schemes. The numbers in these columns were computed from the corresponding

numbers in the first two columns. For instance, column 1 indicates that Huffman encoding ofWG uses 15.2 bits

per edge. Also, we measured the average out-degree of the pages in our repository to be14. Therefore, a Huffman-

encoded Web graph overn pages will contain14n edges and occupy14n ? 15.2/8 bytes. Equating this expression

to 8 GB, we computen to be approximately 323 million. The other numbers were determined similarly.

We draw the following conclusions from Table 1. First, both Link3 and S-Node significantly outperform the
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baseline Huffman representation, requiring approximately 10 bits less per edge. Second, both S-Node and Link3

produce more compact representations ofWG than W T
G . A similar trend has been observed in the experiments

reported in [12]. Randall et. al. [12] attribute this to the larger “entropy” among backlinks; pages with similar back-

links are less common than those with similar hyperlinks (Property 1 in Section 3). Hence, compression techniques

that take advantage of adjacency list similarity work better withWG. Finally, the performance difference between

WG andW T
G is more significant for S-Node than it is for Link3. Since S-Node exploits adjacency list similarity

(through its use of clustered split and reference encoding) more aggressively than the Link3 scheme (see [12] for de-

tails), the increased entropy among backlinks affects the performance of S-Node more than it does Link3. However,

despite this, S-Node still performs better than Link3 in representingW T
G .

Table 2 list sequential and random access times for the Huffman, Link3, and S-Node schemes. Note that we

measure only the time to decode and extract adjacency lists assuming that the graph representation has already been

loaded into memory (so disk access times are not included). To ensure that the Web graph fits in memory, this

experiment was conducted using only the 25 million page data set. To measure random access time, we generated

a random page identifier, retrieved the adjacency list for that page, and recorded the time for retrieval. The entry in

the table is the average over 5,000 such trials for each scheme. For sequential access, adjacency lists were retrieved

in the order of page identifiers and once again, the entry in the table is the average over 5000 trials. Notice that the

simple Huffman encoding scheme is clearly easier to decode, significantly outperforming both Link3 and S-Node

for both types of accesses. However, notice that this holds only if the graph fits in memory. For larger repository

sizes, the fact that Huffman does not compress graphs as well as Links3 or S-Node make it more likely that disk

accesses will be needed, in which case access times will be several orders of magnitude larger.

4.3 Complex Queries

To measure the performance of S-Node representations for local graph navigation, we conducted a number of ex-

periments involving the execution of several complex queries over the Stanford WebBase repository. In this section,

we will use the set of six queries listed in Table 3 to highlight the important results from our experiments.

We believe that the queries in Table 3 are representative of the kinds of complex queries that users might wish to

execute on Web repositories. We have chosen the queries so as to illustrate a variety of graph navigation operations

that could be employed in complex queries. The rightmost column in Table 3 describes the navigation operations

involved in executing these queries. Queries 1 and 2 were used as examples in Section 1, where the exact execution

semantics were described.

Note that in addition to the Web graph, complex queries require access to other indexes such as a text-index or

a PageRank index. These indexes were built in advance using the regular indexing machinery associated with the
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Query No. Description Main graph operation

1 Generate a list of universities that Stanford researchers working on “Mo-

bile networking” refer to and collaborate with. (Analysis 1 in Section 1).

Subset of the out-neighborhood of a
set of pages

2 Compute the relative popularity of three different comic strips among

students at Stanford University. (Analysis 2 in Section 1).

Count number of links between 3
different pairs of sets of pages

3 Compute the “Kleinberg base set” [25] forS, whereS is the set of top

100 pages (in order of PageRank) that contain the phrase ’Internet cen-
sorship’.

Union of out-neighborhood and in-
neighborhood of a set of pages

4 Identify the 10 most popular pages on “Quantum cryptography” at each

of the following four universities - Stanford, MIT, Caltech, and Berkeley.
Popularity of a page is measured by the number of incoming links from
pages located outside the domain to which the page belongs.

In-neighborhood for four different
sets of pages

5 SupposeS is the set of pages in the repository that contain the phrase

“Computer music synthesis”. Rank each page inS by the number of
incoming links from other pages inS. Output the top ranked10 .edu
pages inS.

Computation of graph induced by a
set of pages

6 SupposeS1 is the set of Stanford pages (i.e., pages in stanford.edu) that

contain the phrase “Optical Interferometry” andS2 is the set of Berkeley
pages (i.e., pages in berkeley.edu) that contain the same phrase. LetR be
the set of pages (not in stanford.edu and berkeley.edu) that are pointed
to by at least one page inS1 and one page inS2. Rank each page in
R by the number of incoming links fromS1 andS2 and outputR in
descending order by rank.

Intersection of out-neighborhoods
of two different sets of pages

Table 3: Some of the queries used in the experiments

Stanford WebBase repository [18, 9]. However, unlike the graph representations which were stored on local disks,

these indexes were available on other machines and had to be accessed remotely. As a result, execution times for the

entire query would be influenced by factors such as network latency, organization and size of these indexes, memory

and disk characteristics of the machines hosting the indexes, etc. Hence, in the following results, we list only the

time taken to execute the navigation component of a query, i.e., the portion of the query execution time spent in

accessing and traversing the Web graph. Since our focus is on graph representation, navigation times are sufficient

to measure and compare different representation schemes.

For each representation scheme, we placed an upper bound of 325 Mbytes on the amount of memory that could

be used for Web graph representation. For the scheme involving the relational database, we allowed the database

manager to handle all memory management tasks subject to this constraint. For the “Link3” and “uncompressed file”

schemes, a portion of this space was used to permanently hold the domain and page ID indexes in memory. Since

both these schemes store adjacency lists as a collection of files on disk, the remaining space was used for maintaining

file buffers. In the case of the S-Node scheme, in addition to the domain and page-ID indexes, the supernode graph
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Query Reduction in navigation
time using S-Node

1 73.5%
2 76.9%
3 77.7%
4 82.2%
5 79.2%
6 89.2%

Figure 11: Comparing query performance for different graph representations

was also permanently held in memory. The remaining space was used to load and decode intranode and superedge

graphs as required by the queries.

Since the Stanford WebBase repository (and to the best of our knowledge, all other Web repositories) does not

yet have declarative query execution facilities, for each query, we hand-crafted execution plans and used simple

scripts to implement the plan. For instance, a simple query execution plan for Query 3 would involve:

• Access the text-index to retrieve a listL of pages that match the phrase “Internet censorship”

• For each page inL, use the PageRank index to retrieve the PageRank

• SortL by PageRank and compute setS by taking only the top100 pages fromL

• Use the S-Node (or one of the other three) Web graph representation to compute the in and out-neighborhoods

of S

• Compute the union of the two sets computed in the previous step

The bar chart in Figure 11 shows, for each of the six queries listed in Table 3, the time taken to execute the

navigation component of the query using four different representation schemes. Each bar in the figure is the average

of 6 trials over the 100 million page data set.

For all six queries, the S-Node representation clearly outperforms the other representation schemes, reducing

navigation time by an order of magnitude. Consistently, the uncompressed adjacency list file representation performs

the worst, often 15 times slower than the S-Node scheme. The relational database and connectivity server schemes

provide comparable performance for most queries. Both outperform the file-based scheme but are on average 8 to 10

times slower than the S-Node representation. The table in Figure 11 lists, for each query, the percentage reduction

in navigation time by using the S-Node scheme instead of the next best performing scheme for that query. Note that
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Figure 12: Effect of memory buffer size on navigation time

for every query, this reduction is consistently over 70%.

To understand the origin of these reductions in navigation time, we instrumented the S-Node representation

to generate log entries every time an intranode or superedge graph was loaded into (or unloaded from) memory

while executing queries. Manual inspection of the log revealed that for most queries, the S-Node scheme was

required to load only a relatively small number of intranode and superedge graphs. For instance, for Query 1, the

S-Node representation required access to only8 intranode graphs and32 superedge graphs. This indicates that the

iterative partition refinement process successfully met Requirement 2 described in Section 3. Further, due to the disk

organization described in Section 3.3, these graphs were loaded with a minimum number of disk seeks.

Figure 12 illustrates how navigation time varies with the size of the main memory buffer, when using the S-Node

scheme. Recall that in the previous experiment, we had set an upper bound of 325 Mbytes on the amount of memory

that could be used for maintaining the graph representation. In this experiment, we executed queries 1, 5, and 6

repeatedly using the S-Node scheme, but varied this upper bound. Notice that in all cases, after an initial drop in

navigation time, the curves remain essentially flat. This reflects the fact that for each query, once enough memory

is available to accommodate all the intranode and superedge graphs relevant to that query, further increase in buffer

size does not improve performance.

5 Related Work

Web Graph compression. As Web repositories increase in size, there has been recent interest in designing com-

pressed representations for Web graphs [12, 13, 30, 2]. As discussed in Section 3.1, Adler and Mitzenmacher [2]

suggest the use of affinity graphs to find optimal reference encodings and discuss hardness results related to Web
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graph compression. Suel and Yuan [30] partition adjacency lists into global/inter-host links and local/intra-host

links and encode highly popular pages (i.e., pages that appear frequently in adjacency lists) separately from the other

pages. They report a space requirement of 14 bits/hyperlink which is almost thrice as large as that used by S-Node

representations. The “Link3” scheme from the Connectivity Server project [12, 13] exploits some of the same em-

pirical observations of Web graphs that we listed in Section 3. However, the Link3 scheme is intended for executing

global access computations in main memory and does not use the two-level representation suggested in this paper.

In general, prior work on Web graph representation has mainly targeted compression, without addressing the

requirements of complex queries. To the best of our knowledge, S-Node representation is the first Web graph

representation scheme to combine compression with support for complex queries and local graph navigation.

Object clustering in object database systems. In object database systems, partition-based clustering [32, 33, 10]

has been used to decide object placement. These techniques partition the object graph into subgraphs so that groups

of objects that belong to the same subgraph are likely to be accessed together and can be placed in the same database

page. While this kind of partitioning is akin to the partitioning used to generating S-Node representations, the metric

for identifying a good partitions is different. While partition-based clustering techniques attempt to minimize the

weights of inter-subgraph references, the S-Node scheme aims to satisfy the requirements listed in Section 3.

Graph traversal and indexing in semistructured and object database systems.Semistructured and object

database systems use graph-based data models and employ index structures such asAccess Support Relations[23],

Dataguides[19, 20, 21] andt-indices[27] to support graph traversal. However, there are some key differences that

preclude the direct application of these structures to index Web graphs.

First, object and semistructured database systems uselabeleddirected graphs as the basic model [24, 1]. In

such systems,path expressionsover these labels are used to express graph navigation and traversal. However, so

far we have assumed that the Web graph does not have any labels associated with the edges. While it is possible to

label each edge of the Web graph with theanchor textassociated with the corresponding hyperlink11, the immense

heterogeneity on the Web makes it extremely difficult to formulate meaningful path queries involving anchor text

as labels. It is therefore not surprising that the navigation operations that we list in Table 3 are quite different and

often simpler than the complex path expressions that feature in graph-based database systems and associated query

languages.

Second, the lack of well-defined Web graph schema is a crucial difference when compared with the strict typing

and accurate schema of object database systems. While semistructured indexing techniques such asDataguides

[19, 20, 21] andt-indices[27] can handle approximate or inaccurate schemas, these techniques do depend on some
11The anchor text of a hyperlink is the set of words (in the page containing the hyperlink) that are demarcated by the hypertext link tags.
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regularity in the data graph to make the indexes tractable and compact. However, such regularity is not available

when dealing with huge Web graphs that span several organizations and domains.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of efficiently representing massive Web graphs. We illustrated the need

for a Web graph representation scheme that can efficiently support both “global” and “local” access tasks, enabling

large-scale mining as well as more focused queries and local graph exploration.

We proposed a novel two-level representation of Web graphs, called an S-Node representation, based on parti-

tioning the set of pages in the repository. We demonstrated that by exploiting some empirically observed properties

of Web graphs, an S-Node representation can provide impressive compression characteristics (just over 5 bits per

edge to represent Web graphs) as well as achieve a significant reduction in query execution time (10 to 15 times

faster than other schemes for representing Web graphs).
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